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Every Instagram tool is meant for a different objective. Instagram Stories have
something positive about their aim, but also something “negative.”
The positive is that it's the best way to engage with YOUR audience, and the negative
comes because of that capitalized word… Instagram barely shows your Stories to
people that are not following you. Therefore, Stories are a great tool but not to grow
in number of followers.
That doesn’t mean you have to ditch them! Not at all! Every follower you get is gold,
and you should treat them as such. Whether you have a physical or digital product to
sell, or not, you must engage with your audience to keep them, or transform them
into clients. And with Instagram Stories you have infinite ways to triumph!
The first thing we want you to do is to familiarize yourself with every single feature
inside Instagram Stories. We talk about them daily in our free Facebook community,
so join us here if you want to make the most of your Insta journey.
How many Stories should I do a day?
Hahaha! We love that question, but the answer is… there is no right answer.
While writing this I’m checking today’s stories and one we posted 4 hours ago has
already got 1925 views. That never happens! For us, those are so many views for
such a short period of time. We believe that everyone has to do research. Trial and
error. But mostly TRIAL. Hehe!
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We find that a minimum of two a day works wonders, and if you leave the last one to
expire before posting the next day’s one, even better.
Bonus tip: When you post again after leaving the previous story to expire, add an
engagement tool to your story!
After this short introduction to Stories, we are sharing our Insta Stories Diagram for
you to use daily.
Although the stories need to look fresh, and they work better if they are shot in the
moment (or look like they are…), you can perfectly batch up loads of them once a
week, so that you are able to breathe during the week.
Let’s design a week of Stories:
MONDAY:
Morning: Breakfast picture with the list of your week’s to-do list, with energetic
music.
Afternoon: Live, talking about your main goals for the week, while having a coffee
or tea (it looks like you are in a little break before you start working again.)
Evening: Pic or video of you watching your favourite movie or series. Include a
POLL (Example: “Have you watched it? YES/NOT YET”)
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TUESDAY:
Morning: Video standing up from bed (removing sheets, barefoot on the floor,
going to a window… those kinds of shots, but all in one!). Write an inspirational
quote over it (you can take one from our list.)
Afternoon: Talk about that specific day’s topic. Be honest with your audience and
ask for their thoughts using the QUESTION's sticker.
Evening: Share someone else’s post (don’t forget to tag them, change the
background colour, and add something exciting from the gifs catalogue.)
WEDNESDAY:
Morning: Do a BOOMERANG covering and uncovering your “morning face”. Wish
a good day to your followers.
Afternoon: Support a charity, talking about it and with the DONATE sticker for
your followers to donate.
Evening: Share your weekly achievements so far. Write down the whole list,
adding every single goal ticked off.
THURSDAY:
Morning: Share a song that inspires you, and write down why.
Afternoon: Live, talking about how your week is going and ask your followers
how theirs is going. Use the LEVEL BAR for them to tell you how much or how
little they are achieving.
Evening: Share news about something that is happening in the world.
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FRIDAY:
Morning: Use the QUIZ sticker to ask your followers questions about you or your
brand. You can use loads of questions from our "List of Open Questions."
Afternoon: Live, talk about what you are doing in the moment.
Evening: Start the weekend with positivity, sharing a quote from the list. The
background can be an inspiring pic from your camera roll or something from
google. Include inspiring music.
SATURDAY:
Morning: Let your followers know that you’ll be doing a Q&A the next day, and set
the COUNTDOWN. Remind them that they can hit the "notification bell" so they
are notified when you go live!
Afternoon: Ask your followers what you should do tonight using a POLL. In or Out.
Either photo or video work well.
Evening: Share a live moment wherever you are (“out” would work great! But “in”
watching "Netflix" would do fantastically too!) You can either talk or write how
you feel after a week full of work.
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SUNDAY:
Morning: Remind your followers that you’ll be doing a Q&A later today, and they
can start leaving their questions on the question’s sticker.
Afternoon: Share a nice dish you’ve eaten this weekend.
Evening: Short video thanking your followers for joining the LIVE you’ve just done.
Let them know that they can watch the LIVE on IGTV if they missed it (because
you should keep the LIVE there!)

This diagram can be tweaked over and over again!
You can literally use it for months, and as the content itself will be different, nobody
would realize that the pattern underneath is the same!
Anyways, as a good idea, just swap days every week, and voilà!
Remember that you can get tons of ideas daily from our FREE Facebook group!
Click here if you want to join!
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